This article is dedicated to the memory of Alexander SchOlch, who is remembered by his friends and colleagues as a man of rare quality and exemplary scholarship.
III
In the perception of the Arabs, "the Turks" (Arabic: al-Turk) existed as a more or less constant and homogeneous ethnic group through the centuries, in whatever different roles and under whatever different names they appeared in their own lands. The terms "Turk" and "Turkish" seem to have evoked similar associations among the Arabs-at least those of the Mashriq-through the Middle Ages and the early modern period. Quite naturally, they tended to neglect or belittle the geographical and linguistic differentiations within the Turkic peoples whom they encountered as strangers in their own Arab environment; the farther away from Turkish lands they were, the more they were ignored. Conversely, non-Turkish ethnic entities that were assimilated to a Turkish life-style and came from regions inhabited predominantly by Turks (e.g., the Circassians and Abkhaz in the Mamluk period) were all lumped together under the term Turk! Atriik." We know of a similar extension of the notion "Turk" to denote Muslims in general from Hindu India and the Christian Balkans." And if we generalize from the available data on sixteenth-and seventeenth-century Egypt, even very distinct internal stratifications and oppositions within Turkish ruling castes (in this particular period an Ottoman cultured elite, the 'Timis, faced the "Turks" [eträk], unruly and uneducated low-class soldiers from Anatolia," whom the former regarded as foreigners [ejnebi] in relation to themselves 16 ) were of little or no relevance to contemporary Arab observers. After all, both subgroups were foreign and shared "Turkish" rule and power over them."
This homogeneity of a people in space and time is a well-known postulate of traditional Islamic ethnography. Both al-Jähie and Abil I-Jayyän al-Tawlifdi 19 emphasize the unchanging and innate "national" traits of an umma," a people.
Good and bad qualities are for them in balance; 21 exceptions to the rule, such as a cowardly Turk, a covetous Arab, an uncivilized Persian, or a choleric Negro 22 only serve to prove the validity of the cliché.
IV
What are the main characteristics of such ethnic stereotypes and how do they operate? On the basis of the material investigated-necessarily limited in scope and perspective-I suggest that they share four closely intertwined qualities!' They are (1) artificial, (2) selective and relative, (3) universal, and above all (4) negative and instrumental.
1. They are artificial. As mentioned above, they reflect--and serve to justifyexisting prejudices. They are not adopted and employed on the basis of an everrenewed critical analysis of the object (i.e., the "other" people with their changing inventory of national characteristice) but rather because they correspond to certain a priori expectations that are projected onto the foreign group. Perception is governed by these expectations, or rather prejudices, not vice versa. And such collective prejudices have a tendency to find themselves more often confirmed than disproved. 25 A courageous Egyptian or Italian soldier is known to have had, and still to have, a harder time proving his personal bravery than does his Turkish or Israeli 26 counterpart because he is "not supposed" to be brave, according to the current cliché.
2. Ethnic clichés-both hetero-and autostereotypes-are selective and relative. The inability to understand an alien cultural system in its intrinsic equilibrium leads to the isolation of particular traits that are familiar to the observer and of particular weight in his value system. 27 These traits are then singled out. Yet, depending on the external judge, those traits selected can be very different or even diametrically opposed. Thus the Uzbek warriors-at whose attacks in the sixteenth century their southern neighbors, the Persians, quivered with fear-appeared lazy to the Qazaqs, their cognate neighbors in the northern steppes. 28 3. As mentioned briefly above, ethnic stereotypes are universal. Let us take our present example: The Arab stereotype of the manly, fearless, proud, and yet at the same time unsettled, savage, and uncouth Turk. This stereotype is not specific to the Turks but rather characteristic of the prototypical nomadic barbarian. We find the same paradigmatic list of qualities in descriptions by the ancient Greeks and Chinese of their neighbors on the steppes. And from the time of the Roman poet Lucanus (d. A.D. 65) onward, the Germans have been ostracized by their more refined western and southern neighbors for their "Teutonic fury" (furor teutonicus).3° (Incidentally, when German knights encountered Seljuq-Turkish warriors during the Crusades in Anatolia, apparently the Turks did more justice to this shared martial stereotype than did the Germans: upon their return home, some German knights forged genealogical legends asserting common Turkish-German origins, so impressed had they been by the fighting spirit and martial prowess of the Turkish ghiLlis. 31 ) 4. Finally, ethnic stereotypes are instrumental and-as heterostereotypes 32 -predominantly negative. Besides having a delineating function, they are particularly effective and insidious vehicles of reduction. In them and through them, the complex reality is radically concentrated into a few striking and, for the most part, opprobrious characteristics ("ethnophaulisms" 33 ) which, by contrast, enhance the autostereotype and can serve handily as ammunition in the arsenal of ideological warfare. Once you have painted your adversary in the darkest black you no longer have to apologize for attacking him fiercely over harmless issues and conflicts of interest that, taken in isolation, would never justify such aggressiveness. Derogatory stereotypes are generated and applied by a given group in order to provide a psychological release in its dealings with another group that is feared and felt to be superior to it in certain respects. 34 In a rapidly changing world that is difficult to cope with, xenophobia, fear of the other, evokes such defense mechanisms. By banishing one's opponent, who has become an object of fear, one believes onethas regained security. A stereotype thus stands for a suppressed and unfulfilled wish for vengeance. The English have the cruel saying "Give a dog an ill name and hang him." 35 This refers to someone who no longer dares face his primary opponent in an open confrontation.
Certainly an ethnic cliché tells us much about the frustrations and troubles of those who feel compelled to use it-in our case the Arabs-and very little, if anything, about those on whose backs it was stuck, i.e., the Turks. In the following historical survey, we shall therefore see only Arab actors on the stage, although it is the Turk who is the constant object of the excoriations. The important reverse image, that is, the one the Turks themselves created for the Arabs, can with some justification be passed over, for it was, at least in general terms, coined by rulers in reference to their powerless subjects and therefore lacks the apologetic explosiveness of its Arab counterpart. 36 
V
In the following pages I will undertake a historical tour d'horizon of ArabTurkish relations and their impact on ideology. The material consulted is, quite unavoidably, exemplary and selective. The crucial first phase was the 'Abbasid period. In the ninth century the image of the Turkish ciij, "barbarian," certainly reflected reality. Alien Turkish pretorians, most of them former slaves, had usurped military power in the caliphate. In a vain effort to escape Turkish tutelage, the caliphs fled to the new capital of Samarra. These ruthless pretorian guards elicited feelings of horror, 37 But one must not forget that the term "barbarian," conveyed not only negative but also very positive connotations. Not only the martial prowess of the Turks but also their loyalty and devotion were admired. In his famous treatise on the merits of the Turks, al-Jai* stresses not only Turkish magnanimity and pride-"rather a beggar by force than a king by excuse" 40 -but also, to use a modern word, their patriotism 41 (a curious attribute for a nomadic people at first glance42), their natural intelligence, and their religious sensibility. 43 Calling them ertib al-cajam, 44 "bedouins among the non-Arabs," he grants them the esteemed qualities of independence and versatility that distinguished the nomadic ancestors of the Arabs from other peoples. Ibn Khali:Hill takes up this topos and extols the naturalness of both the Arab and Turkish ways of life. 4 Medieval Muslim ethnographers relate the / warlike spirit of the Turks (as well as their abstinence from the arts and scientes) to their origins in the cold and humid zone on the margins of the inhabited world. We find this theory fully elaborated in al-Masciidi's histories," in Ibn Rustah's and Ibn al-Faqih's geographies,47 as well as in Ibn al-Nafis' famous Theologus autodidactus of the late thirteenth century.48 Ibn al-Nafis sees the bellicose and ferocious steppe people of the East as instruments of God's punishment of his community for abandoning the "right path." The famous ljaclith49 "leave the Turks as long as they leave you" (utruka 'l-Atrdk ma tarakakum), which reflects the political situation in ninth-century Iraq, 5° gave rise to manifold and sometimes quite outlandish interpretations. Were the Turks perhaps the twenty-fourth tribe of the people of Gog and Magog whom Alexander had not been able to contain behind the huge wall he erected in the East?" Certainly fear and awe dominated the discussion about these Turkish newcomers to the Arab lands in the ninth and tenth centuries. The apocryphal ljadith "if they love you, they eat you, if they are angry at you, they kill you" 52 (in ahabbaka akallika, in ghadiblika qataliika), refers to Turks and speaks for itself. More important still, the Turks assumed religious authority themselves, even if only indirectly. They introduced the institution of the sultanate and thus appropriated religious and political prerogatives that had previously been reserved for the Arab caliph. The new functions that were transferred from the caliph to the sultan were epitomized, by al-Ghazdti, in the notion of najda. 6°N ajda, "intrepidity," denotes leadership in the fight against heresy and the external foes of Islam. It was only reluctantly that the traditionalist Arab ulama went along with the policy of orthodox renewal pursued by the Seljuq sultans and their Iranian advisers, although this renewal in itself should have deserved their individual support. Rather, there were cases when they sought for casuistic arguments aimed at disputing the legal competence and the probity of the Seljuq sultan and went so far as to disgrace his honor by contesting his testimony in court. 61 A God's hidden blessing of having brought the people of the Turks to the lands of Egypt")," Abii 1.1ä. "mid al-Qudsi emphasizes the honesty, incorruptibility, and spirit of sacrifice among the Mamluks who effectively and unselfishly protected the peaceful and defenseless Egyptian population from external and internal menace. To him, at least in this treatise, the Turks were the preordained leaders of the Islamic umma. Twelve years earlier, the same Abii tumid had still held much more conventional views. At that time the ulama, not the umara, were deemed the "salt of Egypt." His fellow scholars had treated him in the intermittent period so abominably that he went, out of sheer hatred for his torturers and certainly not out of conviction, over to the other side. 74 Ibn Khaldfm, an outside observer of Egyptian society, thus appears as the only true minority voice in his positive judgment of the Mamluks. The ulama in general had great difficulty in accepting the intrinsically Turkish triumph in the showdown with the enemies of Islam. The defense of Muslim belief-and that meant also the Muslims' proper culture and way of life-had passed into alien hands. And not just any alien hands, but the hands of those despised slave officers who had spent their youth somewhere in some forsaken heathen territory, who could not speak the language of the country and of the Qur'an properly, and who-unlike the Seljuqs-did not bother to establish closer contacts with the local Arab scholarly elite. These uncivilized tyrants even practiced, for inner-Mamluk litigation, a special Turkish jurisdiction, although according to doctrine there could not exist any law beyond and beside the Shari-ca. which God had instituted for all believers and which was so wisely entrusted to exclusive ulama care.
The ulama faced a painful conflict between, on the one hand, the religious esteem they owed to the Mamluks as valiant mujahidun and, on the other, the rejection of the same Mamluks as haughty foreign usurpers; there was also the precarious middle way of an anti-Turkish attitude somehow expressed subtly enough not to provoke reprisals from the Mamluk authorities. The ulama now vehemently propagated the traditional stereotype of the Turkish barbarian and even exacerbated it, saying that the Turks were not only without culture but by their very nature were excluded from it.
Al-Sakhäwi, for instance, belittled the achievement of his colleague and teacher Ibn Taghribirdi, who was the son of one of the highest Mamluk emirs of the time, when he asked disparagingly: "[W]hat else can be expected of a Turk?" 75 In perusing the biographical dictionaries of the eighth/fourteenth and ninth/ fifteenth centuries, one encounters over and over again characterizations of Mamluks in the following vein: He was a villain, brutal, bloodthirsty, and cunning, but-what a surprise!-he was also well versed in Arabic belles lettres and other arts:76 The impressive literary and scholarly production of the Mamluks, written mainly in Turkish but also in Arabic and Persian, was passed over by local Arab chroniclers." My impression is that this fascinating aspect of the Mamluk achievement did not correspond to the chroniclers' preconceived ideas and stereotypes of the uncouth Turk. Mamluk "culture" was rather supposed to consist of magic, superstition, and other vestiges of their shamanistic heritage. "As if the Arabs were less susceptible to such superstitious ideas (khuräftit) than the Turks," one historian, who was-or at least -claimed to be-himself of Mamluk descent,Th bitterly remarked. 79 Many of these sons and grandsons of Mamluks who were "constitutionally" barred from the lucrative posts of their fathers sought their fortunes in the realm of scholarship. Yet success was not made easy for them. A Turkish background was, to say the least, not conducive to gaining laurels in academe. In the time of Sultan Barqdq, as we learn from his endowment deed, not only Mamluks but all those who were closely associated with them were rigorously denied the right of joining the faculty of the royal madrasa.8° However this particular injunction must be understood, one thing is clear: For the ulama the maintenance of this final barrier (i.e., keeping the Mamluks out of academic and legal idstitutions) had become an' issue of survival, after the Mamluks had arrogated for themselves so many other responsibilities that had formerly been their own.
The people in the street did not share this feeling of suffocation and threat and showed a greater degree of fairness toward the Turks. Accusing the ulama of selfishness and dishonesty, they pronounced "rather the injustice (or tyranny) of the Turks than the righteousness (or self-righteousness) of the Arabs" (zulm alturk wa-/a cad/ al-carab)." The awesome Turk could offer the Egyptians more protection and justice than could the conceited but also feeble fuqand' and qadis of their own country.
VIII
This dual attitude toward the Turks also prevailed during the Ottoman period, 82 varying considerably in the different social strata-little as we know about this crucial period in which the first foundations of modern statehood and of Arab national awareness were to be laid. Owing to a particularly unsatisfactory state of research, making precarious statements on a collective mentalite even more precarious, my remarks will remain tentative for much of the following section and, furthermore, will be limited to Egypt, the country on which at least some material has been made accessible, thanks largely to the research of Gabriel Baer" and Andre Raymond."
At the beginning of Ottoman sway, the broad populace of Egypt seems to have accepted the new regime with composure. The craftsmen and fellahin were relieved to knOw that a Turkish militiaman was on guard in their vicinity, because his presence meant security from marauding gangs and impudent bedouins. More than ever, Turkish was felt to be the language of authority and security. The Mamluk Turks, especially their last brave ruler Taman Bay," were remembered with fond nostalgia-an attitude persisting into our own day. 86 With Ttiman Bay, Egyptian independence had ended. Yet it was also in these popular quarters, especially in the crafts and guilds, that people began to display, from the late sixteenth century on, an accentuated anti-Turkish bias. In those 22 centuries, the irrational wholesale denigration of the Turks began, whether they were members of the Ottoman elite, simple Anatolian or Rumelian soldiers, or neo-Mamluks from the Caucasus or the Balkans. One could hear the rhyme: al-atriik ljayawlin min ghayr idräk, "Turks are beasts without brains."'" In a final negative crescendo, the Turks were now, so it seems, progressively credited with various repellent abnormal and immoral characteristics. The -savage and unruly yet at the same time honest Turk of the early days was now endowed with brutality and lechery-attributions whose negative effects can be felt even today. Even in the Maghrib of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, one continued to hear of the "terrible Turk." 88 The Janissary (inksharT) became the epitome of stupidity in the Levant. Expressions like dis turkT89 or cal lurid' IjagarT9°-leaving aside even more drastic examples" -were, and are still, commonly used in Egypt, to denote both stubbornness and dullness.
In 9 ' he gravely distorted reality. We must, however, acknowledge that he wrote under the powerful impact of twentieth-century Arab nationalist ideology and was bound to regard Ottoman rule as an alien, foreign-Turkish-imperial domination; thus he was no longer able to appreciate the supranational function of the sultanate for Sunni Muslims (whatever language they spoke and to whatever race they belonged). He was nevertheless in error. 
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